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Abstract: Danger of explosion exists in process of lacquering in which powdered paint is present. This danger is especially probable when powdered paint occurs in roiling state in the presence of an oxidant (mostly in the form of air). If there is sufficient energy source, conditions for initiation are created. Safety must be ensured on the workplace with danger of explosion. This safety must be in compliance with the requirements of the legislation approved in the European Union and their implementation in the laws of Czech Republic.
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Introduction

High probability of formation of explosion exists in lacquering cabins. It is caused by presence of excitable and explosive lacquering materials, voltage on the spray guns in connection with excitable material, formation of explosive atmosphere thanks to accumulation of applied material, bad ground of lacquered products and settling applied material in cabin, filters or cyclones.

Fires occur in lacquering cabins every year in the Czech Republic and in the world. The most famous recent fire is fire of powdered paint in the company Ronal in Stare Civice on 18.12.2009. This accident occurred on the lacquering device in which powdered paint caught fire. Next fire became in lacquering cabin in Loucky on 2.12.2005. Fire struck technology of exhaustion of cabin and damaged ventilation technique, filters and junk rings. The fire was caused by technical fault on the fan of exhaust equipment device.

The cloud of particles, which forms at spraying powdered materials, can be electrically charged and therefore it can cause charging of spray device, sprayed object or any other object (including people), which are located in the spraying area. If cloud of particles is flammable, there is danger of initiation of explosion. The greatest danger is at electrostatic application of powders and flakes.

Materials and methods

According to regulation of the Government No. 176/2008 Coll., about technical requirements for machinery, machinery must be proposed and constructed so that it performs its function and can be operated, adjusted and maintained without exhibition of people to risk, when these operations are carried out under the assumed conditions with regard to any reasonable predictable incorrect use. Every risk must be excluded during assumed lifetime of machinery, including transport, installation, demounting, decommissioning and crushing. If machinery meets the relevant provision of the harmonized European standard in which link is published in Official gazette of European Union or harmonized Czech technical standard or international technical standard in member state of the European Union, and these the relevant provision of the harmonized European standard relates to the relevant basic requirement, it is considered that this basic requirement is satisfied (Government Regulation, 2008).

According to regulation of the Government No. 406/2004 Coll., about the detailed requirements for ensuring safety and health protection at work in potentially explosive atmosphere, manner of organization of work and working and technological processes must be determined for safety operation and using device on workplaces in potentially explosive atmosphere. Employer must accept these precautions for guarantee of explosion protection:
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- to prevent the formation of an explosive atmosphere,
- to prevent the initiation of an explosive atmosphere,
- to reduce the harmful effects of an explosion to ensure health and safety of employees (Government Regulation, 2004).

According to Act No. 133/1985 Coll., about Fire Protection, legal and self-employed natural persons operating activities with increased and high fire danger have obligation to have at disposal fire technical and explosion characteristics of produced, used, processed or stored substances and materials needed for assessment of preventive precaution for protection of life, health of persons and property. Activities with increased fire danger are activities at which combustible dust or vapors of flammable liquids occurs in production or handling in air or in a facility to such an extent that formation of explosive concentration cannot be excluded or flammable dust settles in continuous layer at least 1 mm (Act, 1985).

According to notice No. 246/2001 Coll., about assessment of conditions of fire safety and performance of state fire supervision (ordinance about fire protection), fire danger is defined as probability of formation of fire or explosion followed by fire. Fire technical characteristic means the property of substance expressed in measurable value or determined on the basis measurable values of more partial properties or phenomenon that articulates behavior of substance in the process of burning or related to it. Technical safety parameter is fire technical characteristic that expresses qualitative or quantitative properties of the flammable substance. Activity is considered as safe in terms of danger of formation of fire or explosion followed by fire when technical safety parameter is followed under predictable conditions (Notice, 2001).

If situation, when danger of explosion threatens, can occur at operation of device, it is necessary, according to Regulation of Government No. 23/2003 Coll. of 9 December 2002 laying down technical requirements for devices and protective systems intended for use in potentially explosive atmosphere, to equip operated devices with suitable protective systems or control and regulatory devices that prevent explosion or to minimize its consequences.

**Description of own process of lacquering**

Fluidized powdered paints are transported to the spray guns. Fluidization is carried out in powdered centres, where the suction system (2) is immersed in a container with the addition of fluidizing air into the powdered paint. The fluidized powder is fed into the suction system (2) from the container to the injectors and finally to the spray guns by means of fluidizing air. The amount of powder that flows into the spray gun can be increased by addition of dosing air. Flow of powder is accelerated by addition of auxiliary air. Depending on the application, there are used for powdered lacquering powdered guns Tribo or Corona. Powdered particles are charged and applied to the lacquered object. Considerable amount of powder do not snap at application on lacquered object. This overspray is evacuated and led through the suction pipe (4) into a cyclone (5).

By means of high rotation, air is separated from powder in cyclone. Dust particles get on the walls of the cyclone by centrifugal powers of rotation. Powder slides down wall of cyclone to the sorting device - the screen where gross impurities are caught. By means of peristaltic conveyor, recycled powder is transported back to the container in the powdered centre of the powder. At the end of the process output air is polished from residues of powder, which was evacuated in slight quantity to the end of the filter (Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1 Circulation of powdered paint at the application](http://www.wagner.cz)
Powdered paint

Powdered paint is finely dispersed particles of resins, polymers, pigments, fillers and additives, which remain during storage under appropriate conditions finely dispersed and these particles create continuous coating after melting and appropriate curing at temperature 180 - 200 °C.

Powdered paint, on basis of its physical-chemical properties, belongs to colloidal and dispersion systems for which linear dimension of particles is one of the defining characteristics. Small linear size leads to significant increase of surface of area at given weight of system. Total area of dust depends on size its particles.

The burning rate of combustible dust closes on speed of combustion of gases and combustion process runs perfectly. The dispersion of dust is not permanent in machineries, devices and facilities and is affect by moisture of raw material and air and velocity of movement of the air in the room, etc.

Heterogeneous mixtures of dust and air begin to burn because they are initiated by some source of ignition. Ignition and propagation of flame occur in whole heterogeneous system when combustible substance and air are in certain relative ratios. Minimum concentration [g.m⁻³], at which dust has ability to ignite, is called lower explosive limit.

The process of combustion of dust in such a concentration is characterized by low temperature and pressure and low speed of expansion of the flame (Orlíková et al. 1991).

Ignition and explosion of dust is possible only when these conditions at disposal in given place and in same time:
- exothermic oxidisable substance - combustible dust,
- sufficient amount of oxygen,
- effective source of ignition.

For formation of explosion of combustible dust it is necessary to fulfill following conditions:
- sufficient fineness of combustible dust,
- concentration of the mixture located inside explosive file (between upper and lower explosive limit).

By constant $K_a$, dusts are classified according to the standards ČSN ISO6184-1 or VDI3673 into classes of explosion St 1 to St 3, when class of explosion St 3 is the most dangerous. (See Tab. 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>$K_a$ [MPa.m.s⁻¹]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St 1</td>
<td>0 - 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St 2</td>
<td>20 - 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St 3</td>
<td>&gt; 30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dusts of different materials vary their behaviour during heating. Dusts in the form of aerogel are evaluated according to different values of self-ignition temperature. For aerosols, explosive limits are characterized. Aerosols, that have a low value of lower explosive limit, are more dangerous because these concentrations may be generated during industrial production (Orlíková, 1976).

Combustible dust creates an explosive atmosphere only at concentrations within explosive limits. Although cloud with very high concentration has not to be explosive, it can get into explosive limits by decrease of concentration below upper explosive limit.

A cloud of dust from any source of leakage, including layer or pile, can generate explosive atmosphere of dust. Layers of dust, that do not generate roiling dust, can be ignited by self-ignition or exposure to hot surfaces or flow of heat and cause danger of fire or overheating of device. On fire layer can function as ignition source for explosive atmosphere.

Ignition sources should be excluded in places where explosive clouds of dust can generate. Subsequently, after the completion of area classification, assessment of hazard can be done for decision whether consequences of ignition of explosive atmosphere require the use of device with higher protection level (EPL) or justification of the use of device with lower protection level (EPL) than would be normally required (ČSN EN ISO 8130-14, 2005, ISO 8130-14, 2004).

The following items are evaluated at classification of areas with explosive atmosphere with dust:
- whether dust is combustible or not,
- properties of materials for given process,
- nature of escape from some part of technology,
- operating regimes and regimes of maintenance of technology, including cleaning,
- additional information regarding devices and safety.

Although only danger of roiling dust is taken into account in definition of hazardous zones, layers of dust must be taken into account also that can generate cloud of dust by swirling. The procedure for determination of hazardous zones is following:
- to determine whether material is flammable and suitable for purpose of evaluating sources of ignition; to determine properties of materials - particle size, moisture content, minimum ignition temperature of dust in a layer of roiling dust, electrical resistivity and corresponding group of dust:
  - group IIIA for flammable airborne particles,
  - group IIIB for non-conductive dusts,
  - group IIIC for conductive dusts,
- to identify places where devices contain dust or sources of leak of dust,
- to determine probability that dust will escape from these sources and probability of formation of explosive mixture of dust with air in different parts of operation (IEC60079-10-22010, IEC 60079-10-2, 2009).

After performance these steps, zones and their extent can be determined (see Tab. 2).

Tab. 2 Classification into zones depending on time of presence of flammable dust (ČSN EN60079-10-2, 2010, IEC 60079-10-2, 2009)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presence of flammable dust</th>
<th>Consequent device of area with clouds of dust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Permanent degree of leak</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary degree of leak</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary degree of leak</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Zone 20 is an area in which an explosive atmosphere is created by cloud of roiling flammable dust in air and this atmosphere is present permanent or for long time period or often.

Zone 21 is an area in which an explosive atmosphere can be created by cloud of roiling flammable dust in air and this atmosphere can generate occasionally in normal operation.

Zone 22 is an area in which formation of explosive atmosphere, consisting of a cloud of roiling flammable dust in air, is not probable during normal operation and if it occurs, it is present only for short time period.

The range of zones for explosive atmosphere with dust is defined as distance from the edge of the source of leak in any direction to a place that is not already considered as dangerous in connection with this zone.

Explosions can be caused by:
- processed materials in used devices, protective systems and their components,
- released materials from devices, protective systems and their components,
- materials in vicinity of devices, protective systems and their components,
- materials from which devices, protective systems and their components are made.

Safety depends not only on devices, protective systems and components, but also depends on the processed material and way of its use. Producer has to think how and for what purposes, devices, protective systems and components will be used and this fact takes into account in design and construction. Only by such way, risks associated with devices, protective systems and components can be reduced (ČSN EN 1127-1 ed. 2, 2012, EN 1127-1, 2011).

The probability of emergence of dangerous explosive atmosphere depends on:
- presence of flammable substances,
- degree of dispersion of flammable substances (e.g. gases, vapors, mists and dusts),
- concentration of flammable substances in air in explosive range,
- quantity of explosive atmosphere sufficient for causing of injury or damage in case of fire.

At assessment of probable presence of dangerous explosive atmosphere, possible formation of explosive atmosphere must be taken into account. This formation of explosive atmosphere is caused by chemical reactions, pyrolysis and biological processes of present materials. If it is not possible to estimate probability of formation of dangerous explosive atmosphere, it must be assumed that such atmosphere is always present (ČSN EN 60079-10-22010, IEC 60079-10-2, 2009).

Flammable substances must be considered as materials that can create explosive atmosphere, as long as investigation of their properties does not prove that these substances are not able to spontaneous propagation of explosion in mixture with air. At assessment of probable presence of dangerous explosive atmosphere, possibility of formation of explosive atmosphere must be taken into account that is caused by chemical reactions, pyrolysis and biological processes of present materials (ČSN EN 1127-1ed. 2, 2012, EN 1127-1, 2011).

**Risk of explosion of combustible dust during application of powdered paints**

At coating of powdered paints in manual or automatic spray cabin, dangerous of explosion is formed by overspray of powdered paint. Explosive
atmosphere of dust and air occurs also in the cyclone separators and the filters of systems of recuperation of powdered paint.

During operation, swirling of separated dust occurs in cyclone separators. For these devices, permanent occurrence of explosive atmosphere of mixture of dust with air is assumed during operation. Separation of the finest fraction of dust proceeds in the filters. If filter is equipped with system of automatic cleaning of the filter medium by compressed air, strong swirling of dust and formation of dangerous explosive atmosphere occur during cleaning in interior of the filter. The initiation may be caused by static electricity and in the case of suction of hot particles from the technology connected to system of exhaust of dust. By systems of pneumatic transport of powdered materials, formation of explosive atmosphere can be expected in transportation pipelines and in storage tanks in the phase of their filling and emptying.

In case that speed of the transported powdered material is not too enough, formation of dust deposits occurs inside of the transportation pipeline. Initiation of explosive atmosphere can be cause by penetration of metal body into system of pneumatic transport which can cause sparks and discharge of static electricity generated relative contacts of particles of transported material and by friction between transported material and surface of piping of pneumatic transport.

Hazard of explosion, which threatens in various technologies with occurrence flammable dust, brings increased requirements for guarantee of safety. The Labour code is very general in this area. It is stated that employer is obliged to look for risks, evaluate them and take action to remove them, respectively to minimize them. Other related legislation does not indicate exact procedure and rules for guarantee safety. It is inter alia thereby that every operation is different and depends on analysis and evaluation of risks.

At evaluation of risks of explosion according to ČSN EN 1127-1 ed. 2, it is recommended to proceed systematically for every device and possible operational situation. These recommends are in agreement with the principles of good practice for implementing directive 1999/92/EC and can be summarized into the following sequence steps and together with them corresponding flowchart, together with conditions and principles of its use:

- determination of hazard of ignition and assessment of probability of formation of potential ignition sources,
- evaluation of potential effects of explosion in case of ignition,
- application of technical and organizational measures for restriction harmful effects of explosion,
- evaluation of achievement of prescribed level of protection.

Results

According to ČSN EN 1127-1 ed. 2, it is necessary to identify dangerous substances in technological process and to determine probability of formation of dangerous explosive atmosphere. According to Act No. 133/1985 Coll., legal and self-employed natural persons operating activities with increased and high fire danger have obligation to have at disposal fire technical and explosion characteristics of substances occurring in technological process.

As already it was mentioned, ignition and explosion are inter alia possible at sufficient fineness of dust. In following Fig. 2, 3 and 4, results of sieve analysis of three samples of powdered paints are showed.

![Fig. 2 Sieve analysis of black paint MN007D, Š. NH29368ZB](image)

The mean grain size: 0,041 mm

Fire technical and explosion characteristics of powdered paints are not at disposal on many workplaces. Suppliers often give at disposal safety data sheets for powdered paints, but values of fire technical characteristics are not entirely accurate or these values are showed in relatively wide range.
On these examples of the safety data sheets (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6), it is pointed to reality that although safety data sheets are available on workplace, values of fire technical characteristics are not mentioned or they are not accurate. Additionally these values of fire technical characteristics are same in safety data sheets for all types of paints of one producer.

Fig. 4 Sieve analysis of white paint ML432E, Š NM9397

In Tab. 3, the comparison of measured values of fire technical characteristics with values reported in Safety Data Sheets is performed.

According to ČSN EN 3821, minimum ignition energy (MIE) of explosive mixture of dust and air is minimum electrical energy, accumulated on capacitor, which is sufficient at discharge to cause ignition of the most easily ignitable mixture of given dust under specified test conditions.

Above given table (see Tab. 4) shows that some values MIE, measured on provided samples, are not in the extent given in safety data sheets.

Conclusion

At comparison of safety data sheets of individual produces, it was found that safety data are same for different paints at individual producers. Some data, given in safety data sheets, are different than real data and some are not given. Some lacquering cabins had not at disposal safety data sheets at all. Thereby more attention should be devoted to content of safety data sheet. Already according to Act No. 133/1985 Coll., it is necessary to have at disposal fire technical and explosive characteristics of used substances on workplace with increased and high fire danger.
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